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Abstract

We study the bandwidth allocation problem

MaximizeU(x), subject to
Ax ≤ c;x ≥ 0

whereU is a utility function,x is a bandwidth allocation vector, andAx ≤ c
represent the capacity constraints. We consider the class ofcanonicalutil-
ity functions, consisting of functionsU that are symmetric, non-decreasing,
concave, and satisfyU(0) = 0. Natural primal-dual algorithms exist for max-
imizing such concave utility functions. We present a single dual update sub-
routine that results in a primal solution which is a logarithmic approximation,
simultaneously, for all canonical utility functions. The dual update subrou-
tine lends itself to an efficient distributed implementation.

We then employ the fractional packing framework to prove that at most
O(m log m) iterations of the dual update subroutine are required; herem is
the number of edges in the network.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we revisit the classic problem of distributed allocation of bandwidths
to flows in a network (see [13, 3, 16, 1, 4, 2, 7] for some of the recent research
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on the problem). We will assume that the route for each flow is given upfront.
Formally, the problem is:

MaximizeU(x), subject to
Ax ≤ c;x ≥ 0.

Here,x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 is an allocation of bandwidths ton flows, U is an ar-
bitraryn-variate “utility function”, andAx ≤ c are linear capacity constraints (the
matrix A encodes the routes for each flow). LetR denote the ratio of the largest
capacity to the smallest capacity, andm denote the number of links in the network.
We present an efficient dual update subroutine for this problem. Repeated invoca-
tions of this dual update subroutine result in a primal solution that simultaneously
approximates the optimum solution for a large class of utility functionsU . More
specifically, our algorithm guarantees anO(log n+ log R) approximation simulta-
neously for all utility functionsU that are symmetric, concave, non-decreasing, and
satisfyU(0) = 0. Before presenting more details about our results and techniques,
we review the related work and the motivation for our problem.

Motivation and related work: The Transport Control Protocol (TCP) is by far
the most widely used solution to this problem is practice. In more abstract settings,
Kelly, Maulloo, and Tan [13] proposed a distributed algorithm for this problem for
the case whereU(x) =

∑
i Ui(xi), and eachUi is a concave function. Their algo-

rithm uses a primal-dual framework where the dual prices (which they call shadow
prices) are maintained by “edge-agents” and primal flows are maintained by the
“flow-agents”. All communication is local, i.e., takes place between a flow-agent
and an edge-agent on the path of the flow. The resulting solution is proportional
with respect to the dual prices, and hence, their framework is widely referred to
as the “proportional-fairness” framework. Subsequent work by Low, Peterson, and
Wang [16] and others has shown that several variants of TCP essentially perform
the above computation for different choices of utility functions. Since the behav-
ior of different variants of TCP is quite different (different variants work better in
different settings), the above work raises the following natural question:Is it pos-
sible to obtain solutions which are simultaneously good for a wide range of utility
functions?.

Bartal, Byers, and Raz [3] presented a distributed algorithm for the above prob-
lem whenU(x) =

∑
i xi. Unlike the work of Kellyet al., this work presents a

running time analysis. They prove that a simple local computation along with local
communication can lead to almost optimum solutions in polynomial time. Their
work builds on the positive linear programming framework of Luby and Nisan [17];
for their problem, the positive linear programming framework is essentially iden-
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tical to the fractional packing framework developed by Plotkin, Shmoys, and Tar-
dos [19], and later simplified by Garg and Konemann [6]. Each edge-agent main-
tains dual costs, and each flow-agent uses these dual costs to update its own flow.
Recently, Garg and Young [7] have shown how a simple MIMD (multiplicative
increase multiplicative decrease) protocol can approximate the above objective.
These results lead to the following natural question:Can we obtain distributed
algorithms with similar rigorous running time analyses for more involved utility
functions?.

Building on a series of papers about multi-objective fairness [14, 10], Klein-
berg and Kumar [15] studied the problem of bandwidth allocation in a centralized
setting with multiple fairness objectives. Goel and Meyerson [8] and Bhargava,
Goel, and Meyerson [5] later expanded this work to a large class of linear programs
and related it to simultaneous optimization [9]. In particular, they considered the
class of utility functionsU which are symmetric, concave, non-decreasing, and
satisfyU(0) = 0. They presented an algorithm for computing a single allocation
which is simultaneously anO(log n + log R) approximation for all such utility
functions. Their work builds on the notion of majorization due to Hardy, Little-
wood, and Polya [11, 12, 18]; to obtain efficient solutions they use the fractional
packing framework of Plotkin, Shmoys, and Tardos [19]. This leaves open the fol-
lowing question:Can there be efficient distributed algorithms which achieve the
same results?

All three questions raised above are very similar, even though they arise in
different contexts. They point towards a need for distributed bandwidth alloca-
tion algorithms which are good across multiple objectives and have provably good
running times. We address precisely this problem. It is our hope that this line
of research would ultimately lead to protocols which are comparable to TCP in
simplicity (our algorithm is not) but perform well across multiple objectives.

The class of utility functions we consider is not arbitrarily chosen. This is a
large class, and contains the important subclass

∑
i f(xi) wheref is a uni-variate

concave function (f must also be non-decreasing andf(0) must be 0). Concav-
ity is a natural restriction, since it corresponds to the “law of diminishing returns”
from economics. Symmetry corresponds to saying that all users are equally im-
portant1. The requirementsU(0) = 0 andU non-decreasing are natural in the
setting of the bandwidth allocation problem. This class includes important special
functions such asmin,

∑
i log(1 + xi), and

∑
i −xi log xi (the entropy). It also

contains a series of functions which together imply max-min fairness. Most inter-
estingly, there is a concrete connection between this class and our intuitive notion

1Notice that the constraints are not required to be symmetric, and hence, the optimum solution
need not be symmetric even though the objective function is symmetric.
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of fairness. Suppose there exists some function which measures the fairness of an
allocation. It seems natural that the allocation(x1, x2) should be deemed as fair
as(x2, x1) and less fair than(x1+x2

2 , x1+x2
2 ). This assumption implies that for any

natural definition of fairness, maximizing fairness should be equivalent to maxi-
mizing some symmetric concave function; certainly, all the definitions of fairness
that we found in literature are of this form.

We will use the termcanonicalutility functions to refer to this class2.

Our result and a summary of our techniques: We present an algorithm that si-
multaneously approximates all canonical utility functionsU up to a factorO(log n+
log R). Our algorithm performsO(m log m) iterations of asingledual subroutine,
i.e., the subroutine does not depend onU . Herem is the number of edges in the
network. Each invocation of the subroutine requiresO(log n) steps. During each
invocation, a flow-agent sendsO(1) messages of lengthO(log n + log R). Also,
during each invocation, each flow-agent exchangesO(1) messages with each edge-
agent on its route; this exchange between flow-agents and edge-agents is also used
in the work of Kellyet al. [13] and Bartalet al. [3] and can be implemented effi-
ciently by piggybacking information over data packets belonging to a flow.

To obtain the above results, we first describe (section 2) the centralized al-
gorithm due to Goel and Meyerson [8]. This algorithm requires a solution ton
fractional packing problems. Each packing problem requires a different dual opti-
mization subroutine. A distributed implementation of this algorithm would require
each edge-agent to maintainn different dual costs. Also, it is not clear how the dual
subroutine can be implemented in a distributed fashion even for a single packing
problem. To address these problems. we present (section 3) a single dual subrou-
tine that approximates all then different dual subroutines used in the centralized
version. In this dual subroutine, thei-th flow-agent updates its cost by1/C ′

i where
C ′

i denotes the sum of the dual costs of all the flow-agents which are no more ex-
pensive than flowi. Because of its simplicity, this new dual subroutine is amenable
to a distributed implementation. Since the same dual subroutine is used for all the
fractional packing problems, the dual costs for the different packing problems grow
identically, eliminating the need for maintaining multiple dual costs. Finally, we
show how this dual subroutine can be used in conjunction with the fractional pack-
ing algorithm of Garg and Konemann [6] to obtain our result. Even though we use
the algorithm of Garg and Konemann, we need to make several non-trivial changes

2The symmetry requirement implies that our class does not contain all utility functions to which
the proportional-fairness framework applies. However, since our class does not require the utility
function to be a sum of uni-variate functions, it contains important functions such asmin which
can not be addressed using the proportional-fairness framework. Hence the two classes of utility
functions are incomparable.
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to their analysis; details are presented in section 4. We prove thatO(m log m)
iterations suffice.

While we present our algorithm in the setting in which flows needs to be com-
puted from scratch, it can easily be adapted to the setting where we need to im-
prove existing flows incrementally. Even in a centralized setting, our algorithm
would be considerably more efficient than earlier solutions which involve solving
n fractional packings. Further, the guarantee on the approximation ratio for our
algorithm matches (up to constant factors) the best known guarantee for simulta-
neous optimization even in a centralized setting (see theorem 2) and is in the same
ballpark as a lower bound ofO(log n/ log log n) due to Kleinberg and Kumar [15]
for this problem3.

Future directions: To completely answer the questions posed earlier in the in-
troduction, we would need to have a completely distributed and efficient algorithm
for simultaneous approximation of all canonical utility functions. We believe that
the dual update procedure and the analysis outlined in this paper is a good step
in that direction. However, we still need to address several issues before we can
obtain simple and practical protocols that perform simultaneous optimization:

1. Our algorithm, while quite efficient, is not “local”; it requires a small amount
of communication between different flow-agents. Consequently, it seems
hard to design a simple TCP-like protocol which mimics our distributed al-
gorithm. However, the simplicity of our dual solution makes us optimistic
that a simple protocol which only exchanges local messages can be used to
replace our distributed algorithm for computing the dual subroutine. Such a
protocol would be a significant development, both theoretically as well as in
terms of its practical impact.

2. Our analysis requiresm log m iterations (ignoring constant factors) of the
dual update procedure. Also, we can construct simple examples where any
flow improvement algorithm using our dual update subroutine will take at
leastΩ̃(n) steps, where thẽΩ notation hides polylogarithmic factors. To be
considered practical, the number of iterations must be sub-linear.

3Kleinberg and Kumar studied the case whereR = 1.
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2 Background: Simultaneous optimization in a central-
ized setting

In this section we describe the framework for simultaneous optimization of linear
programs developed by Bhargava, Goel, and Meyerson and by Goel and Meyer-
son [5, 8]. This framework works in a centralized setting. We also point out the
difficulties in making it distributed.

Suppose we are given a linear set of constraints{Ax ≤ c, x ≥ 0} wherex =
〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 is ann-dimensional vector. Recall that we call a utility function
U canonicalif U is symmetric and concave in its arguments,U(0) = 0, andU is
non-decreasing in each argument. Define thek-th prefix,Pk(x) to be the sum of the
k smallest components ofx (notx1 + x2 + . . . + xk butxσ(1) + xσ(1) + . . . xσ(k)

whereσ is the permutation that sortsx in increasing order.). LetP ∗
k denote the

maximum possible value ofPk(x) subject to the given constraints

Definition 1 Approximate Majorization: A feasible solutionx to the above prob-
lem is said to beα-majorized ifPk(x) ≥ Pk(y)/α for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n and all
feasible solutionsy.

Informally, thek poorest users in anα-majorized solution get at least1/α
times as much resource as thek poorest individuals in any other feasible allocation.
Intuitively, this seems to have some ties to fairness. The following theorem [8]
makes this intuition concrete:

Theorem 1 A feasible solutionx is α-majorized if and only ifU(x) ≥ U(y)/α
for all feasible solutionsy and all canonical utility functionsU .

In fact, the above theorem holds for an arbitrary set of constraints (integer, convex
etc.) as long as they implyx ≥ 0. Thus the notion ofα-majorization captures si-
multaneous optimization. For this framework to be useful, we need to demonstrate
thatα-majorized solutions exist with small values ofα; the following theorem does
exactly that [8].

Theorem 2 If the set of feasible solutions is convex and non-negative, then there
exists anO(log P ∗

n
nP ∗

1
)-majorized solution.

For many problems of interest, the above theorem translates intoα = O(log n).
For example, for the bandwidth allocation problem with unit capacities,P ∗

n ≤ n
whereasP ∗

1 ≥ 1/n, implying the existence of anO(log n)-majorized solution.
For non-uniform capacities, the guarantee becomesO(log n + log R) whereR
is the ratio of the maximum to the minimum capacity. However, even if there
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exists anα-majorized solution, it is not clear a priori that finding such a solution is
computationally tractable. The next theorem [8] resolves this issue assuming linear
constraints. Here,α∗ is the smallest possible value ofα for which anα-majorized
solution exists.

Theorem 3 Given the constraints{Ax ≤ c, x ≥ 0}, bothα∗ and anα∗-majorized
solution can be found in time polynomial inn and the number of constraints.

Similar techniques were developed by Tamir [20] to compute majorized elements.
Goel and Meyerson [8] also demonstrate how the above framework can be applied
to several integer programming problems using suitable rounding schemes.

Let us focus on a proof of theorem 3 that highlights the difficulties involved in
making the above framework carry over in a distributed setting. We will restrict
ourself to the bandwidth allocation problem for simplicity, whereA andb are both
required to be non-negative. In order to computeα∗, we first need to computeP ∗

k .
ComputingP ∗

k is equivalent to solving the following linear program:

Minimize λk subject to:
Ax ≤ λkc∑

i∈S xi ≥ 1 for all S ⊆ {1, · · · , n} with |S| = k

P ∗
k would be1/λ∗

k whereλ∗
k is the solution to the above linear program. The lin-

ear program described above is a fractional packing problem, and can be solved
efficiently using the framework of Plotkin, Shmoys, and Tardos [19] or the simpli-
fication thereof by Garg and Konemann [6]. In order to solve the fractional packing
problem efficiently, we need adual optimization subroutineto solve the following
program:

βk(l) = MaximizePk(x) subject to:
Cx = 1; x ≥ 0

wherel(e) ≥ 0 is the “dual cost” of edgee andCi ≥ 0 represents the dual cost
for flow i. The dual costCi for flow i is computed by simply adding the dual costs
l(e) of each edgee used by the flow. It is important to note that the dual costs are
artifacts of the solution methodology and do not correspond to any real entity in
the original problem.

Lemma 4 [8] For any k, there exists an optimum solutionx to the dual problem
such that

1. Ci ≤ Cj ⇒ xi ≥ xj ,

2. The solutionx is two-valued. In particular, there exists a valueγ such that
for all i, xi = 0 or γ.
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We will use the term “candidate dual solutions” to refer to feasible solutions
which satisfy properties 1 and 2 in the above lemma. There are onlyn candidate
dual solutions, and they can be enumerated in timeO(n log n). This leads to an
efficient dual optimization subroutine, and hence, an efficient solution to the frac-
tional packing problem (the fractional packing problem can be solved by making
polynomially many invocations of the dual subroutine). In order to findP ∗

k for all
k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we need to solven fractional packing problems. The quantityα∗

and the correspondingα∗-majorized solution can then be computed using similar
techniques.

The above discussion pertained to centralized solutions. As mentioned before,
a distributed solution to the bandwidth allocation problem would be quite desirable.
The following issues need to be addressed in order to make the above framework
distributed:

1. We need to find a distributed solution to the dual problem. Enumerating
all the candidate dual solutions is efficient in a centralized setting. But in a
distributed setting, this would require communicating all the dual costs to all
the users.

2. In the centralized framework, we need to solven fractional packing prob-
lems, one for eachP ∗

k . The dual costs for each problem need not be the
same as the algorithm for each problem progresses. Hence, the network
would need to keep track ofn different dual costs per edge.

3. The centralized solution first computes allP ∗
k and then computesα∗. it

would be desirable for a distributed algorithm to directly obtain a smallα.

We address the above issues in the next section by giving a simple dual subroutine
that simultaneously approximates the dual problems for eachP ∗

k and can be made
to work efficiently in a distributed setting. Since the same dual solution is used for
each of then packing problems, the dual costs for each problem remain the same
as the algorithm progresses. In section 3 we show how the framework of Garg and
Konemann can be adapted to our setting where multiple primal problems are being
approximated using a single dual subroutine.

3 Distributed simultaneous optimization of the dual prob-
lems

In this section we will assume that the users are re-numbered in increasing order
of dual costs i.e.C1 ≤ C2 ≤ . . . ≤ Cn. We first use lemma 4 to describe thej-th
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candidate dual solution,x(j):

x
(j)
1 = x

(j)
2 = . . . = x

(j)
j =

1∑j
i=1 Ci

, andx
(j)
i = 0 for i > j.

Let C ′
j denote the quantity

∑j
i=1 Ci. Letx denote the upper envelope of all the

candidate dual solutions, i.e.,xj = 1/C ′
j . This upper envelope solution has several

desirable properties. First, it dominates all the candidate dual solutions and hence,
Pk(x) ≥ βk(l) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Further, the cost ofx is not too much:

Lemma 5 Cx ≤ 1 + lnn + ln Cn
C1

.

Proof:

C · x ≤
n∑

j=1

Cj

C ′
j

≤ 1 +
∫ C′

n

C1

(1/x)dx = 1 + ln
C ′

n

C1

≤ 1 + ln
nCn

C1
= 1 + lnn + ln

Cn

C1

Recall that the dual cost for each flow is just the sum of the dual cost for all
the edges used by the flow. Hence, each flow-agent can obtain an estimate of its
own cost by merely sending a control packet which sums up the cost of all the
edges on the route for the flow. In order to computeC ′

i, useri needs to know the
sum of the costs of all the “cheaper” flows. This can be accomplished using a
logical balanced treeT on all the flow-agents. Each node on the tree contains an
arrayA[1..n]. Starting from the leaves, each nodexi records its cost inA[i] and
passes the array to its parent. The parent nodexj now merges the arrays which
it received from its children and overwrites its cost onA[j]. Then it again passes
the array to its parent. Afterlog n recursive steps, the cost information of all the
nodes is delivered to the root of the tree. Once the root collects the information, it
distributes the array down the tree. The total number of steps needed is2 log n and
each node sends at most three message. Unfortunately, the size of each message is
quite large. We solve this problem by reducing the size of the array toO(log Cn

C1
).

The basic idea is to group the costs into logarithmic number of sets. This can be
done by roundingCi down to powers of 2. LetWi be the rounded cost of agenti,
i.e.

Wi = 2blog Cic.

When agenti receives arrays from its children, it merges them, increments the entry
of arrayA[log Wi

W1
] by one, and then passes the array to its parents. The rest of the
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procedure is same as before. Rounding allows us to keep onlyO(log Cn
C1

) number
of groups, thus reducing the message size while introducing only a constant factor
increase in the cost of the dual solution.

The following theorem summarizes the results of this section:

Theorem 6 Given dual costsC, our distributed algorithm finds a dual solutionx
such thatPk(x) ≥ βk(l) andCx = O(log n+log max{Ci}/ min{Ci}). The algo-
rithm usesO(log n) message passing steps. Each flow-agent sends at most 3 mes-
sages of sizeO(log max{Ci}/ min{Ci}) each and doesO(log max{Ci}/ min{Ci})
amount of computation.

Armed with this distributed algorithm for simultaneous approximation of the
dual problems, we now show how the fractional packing algorithm of Garg and
Konemann can be adapted to obtain anO(log n)-majorized solution for the band-
width allocation problem.

4 Simultaneous optimization for the primal problems

We will now show how to use our dual subroutine from the previous section to
achieve simultaneous optimization for the bandwidth allocation problems. While
we will follow the structure and the notation of the fractional packing algorithm
of Garg and Konemann [6], we can not use their result in a black-box fashion for
several reasons. Since we are essentially solvingn primal problems at the same
time, we need to make sure that the same stopping condition can be used for each
problem. Also, the approximation ratio for the dual problem depends on the ratio
max{Ci}/ min{Ci}. But these costs are dual costs, and we need to be careful they
do not grow too large. The proof of lemma 8 uses the concavity ofPk. The proof
of lemma 7 also depends crucially on properties of our dual solutions.

Recall thatc(e) is the capacity andl(e) is the dual cost of edgee. Also recall
that the dual costCi(l) for flow i is given by

∑
e∈Ri

l(e) whereRi is the route of
flow i. Letγ denote an upper bound on the cost of the dual solution obtained in the
previous section.

For technical reasons, we will assume that the dual obtained in the previous
section is multiplied by a scale factors such that

∃e ∈ E
∑

j:e∈rj
sxj = c(e)

∀e ∈ E
∑

j:e∈rj
sxj ≤ c(e).

We will use the notationx(l) for the final scaled dual solution, given edge costsl.
The scale factors can be obtained using a balanced tree; the details are similar to
those in section 3 and are omitted.
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Recall thatβk(l) is the maximum value ofPk(x) subject to the constraints
{C(l)x = 1;x ≥ 0}. After scaling, it is no longer necessarily true thatPk(x(l)) ≥
βk(l) or thatC(l) · x(l) ≤ γ. However, it is still true that, for allk,

C(l) · x(l) ≤ γPk(x(l))
βk(l)

(1)

This is going to be sufficient for our purposes.
Let D(l) denote the quantity

∑
e l(e)c(e). We now state the algorithm for

simultaneous primal optimization:
APPROX-FLOWS(ε, γ)

1 for each edgee
2 do l0(e) = δ

c(e) // δ will be defined later.
3 i = 0
4 x = 0
5 while D(li) < 1
6 do Flow phase:Assume we are given a length functionli.
7 Letx(li) be the scaledγ-majorized solution for the dual problems.
8 x = x + x(li)
9 Edge phase:

10 for each edgee
11 do fi(e) =

∑
j:e∈rj

xj(li)
12 li+1(e) = li(e)(1 + εfi(e)/c(e))
13 i = i + 1
14 return x

We have already discussed how a scaledγ-majorized solution can be obtained
in a distributed fashion. The stopping conditionD(li) < 1) can also be checked
easily using the same technique. Hence the above algorithm is amenable to an
efficient distributed implementation.

We will now discuss the feasibility, the number of iterations, and the approxi-
mation ratio (i.e. theα) of the above algorithm. We will setε = 1/2 andδ = m− 1

ε .
The proof for feasibility and time complexity mirrors that of Garg and Konemann;
all the details which are particular to our problem manifest themselves in the anal-
ysis of the approximation ratio.

Feasibility of the Primal: Note that the solution returned by the above algorithm
may be infeasible since there is always at least one saturated edge in any iteration.
To make our flows feasible, we use the same trick as used by Garg and Konemann.
Consider the increase of each edge’s length. Since every new flow on edgee does
not exceed its capacity, for everyc(e) units of flow routed through edgee, its
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length is increased by at least1 + ε. Therefore for every edgee, c(e) is overflowed
by the factor oflog1+ε

lT−1(e)
l0(e) at most whereT is the time when the algorithm

terminates. SinceD(lT−1) < 1, lT−1(e) < 1/c(e). Therefore, flows divided by
log1+ε

1/c(e)
δ/c(e) = log1+ε

1
δ give us a feasible solution. In practice, we would multiply

the flows obtained during each iteration by this feasibility factor, rather than doing
it once at the end.

Running time: Define the running time for computing the majorized dual solu-
tion asTsub. Since our algorithm runs iteratively, and each iteration takesO(Tsub)
time, the running time would beO(T · Tsub) whereT is the number of iterations
to finish our algorithm.

In one iteration, we increase the length of a saturated edge by a factor of(1+ε).
Therefore, the number of iterations in which we increase the length of an edgee is
at most

⌈
log1+ε

lT (e)
l0(e)

⌉
. Since the algorithm stops when

∑
e l(e)c(e) > 1, we have

lT (e) ≤ 1/c(e), which gives

log1+ε
lT (e)
l0(e) ≤ log1+ε

1
δ

= 1
ε log1+ε m.

The above equation represents the number of iterations related to a particular edge.
Multiplying by the total number of edges,m, yields

T ≤
⌈
m

ε
log1+ε m

⌉
.

Since we have setε to be1/2,

T = O(m log m).

Approximation guarantee: For brevity, letD(i), C(i), βk(i) andx(i) denote
D(li), C(li), βk(li) andx(li) respectively.

Lemma 7 Let P ∗
k denote the optimum solution of the primal problem. When the

algorithm terminates at timeT ,∑T
j=1 Pk(x(j − 1))

P ∗
k

≥
ln 1

mδ

εγ
.
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Proof: For i ≥ 1

D(i) =
∑

e li(e)c(e)
=

∑
e li−1(e)

(
1 + ε

∑
j:e∈rj

xj(i− 1)/c(e)
)

c(e)

=
∑

e li−1(e)c(e) + ε
∑

e

(
li−1(e)

∑
j:e∈rj

xj(i− 1)
)

= D(i− 1) + ε
∑

j

(∑
e∈rj

li−1(e)xj(i− 1)
)

= D(i− 1) + ε
∑

j Cj(i− 1)xj(i− 1)
≤ D(i− 1) + εγPk(x(i−1))

βk(i−1) (from equation 1)

Applying the duality theorem to the linear program for computingP ∗
k yields

P ∗
k ≤ D(l)βk(l).

The above step constitutes an important part of our proof. Notice that the duality
theorem gives a different relation for eachPk. Informally. the guarantee obtained
from equation 1 will exactly balances out this difference, resulting in the same
guarantee for all dual problems. Now,

D(i) ≤ D(i− 1) + εγPk(x(i− 1))D(i−1)
P ∗

k

= D(i− 1)
(
1 + εγ Pk(x(i−1))

P ∗
k

)
.

Hence,
D(i) ≤

∏i
j=1

(
1 + εγ Pk(x(j−1))

P ∗
k

)
D(0)

≤
∏i

j=1

(
e
εγ

Pk(x(j−1))

P∗
k

)
mδ

= e
εγ
∑i

j=1

Pk(x(j−1))

P∗
k mδ.

Suppose our procedure stops at iterationT for whichD(T ) ≥ 1. Then,

1 ≤ D(T ) ≤ e
εγ
∑T

j=1

Pk(x(j−1))

P∗
k mδ.

This implies ∑T
j=1 Pk(x(j − 1))

P ∗
k

≥
ln 1

mδ

εγ
.

We need to specifyδ so that we get the approximation ratio to be appropriately
bounded. The following theorem shows that our algorithm has a good bound on
approximation ratio for an appropriateδ.
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Lemma 8 For δ = m− 1
ε , our algorithm generates at most γ

(1−ε)2
-approximate

solution.

Proof: DefineS = log1+ε 1/δ which is the feasibility factor that everyx(i) should

be divided by. In addition, defineρ to be
P ∗

k

Pk

(∑T

j=1
x(j−1)

)
/S

which is the approxi-

mation ratio. SincePk is a concave function andPk(0) = 0, we have

Pk

 T∑
j=1

x(j − 1)

 ≥
T∑

j=1

Pk(x(j − 1)).

Therefore,
ρ ≤ P ∗

k∑T

j=1
Pk(x(j−1))

· S

≤ εγ
ln 1

mδ

· S (from lemma 7)

= εγ log1+ε
1
δ

ln 1
mδ

= γ ε
ln(1+ε)

ln δ
ln(mδ) .

Sinceln(1 + ε) ≥ ε(1− ε
2) and ln δ

ln(mδ) = 1
1−ε for δ = m− 1

ε ,

ρ ≤ γ 1
(1− ε

2
)(1−ε)

< γ 1
(1−ε)2

.

We setε to be1/2. Then our desired approximation ratio would be4γ. Recall
that our bound onγ from theorem 6 isO(log n + log max{Ci}/ min{Ci}). The
quantitiesCi are dual costs – we now relate them to primal capacities.

Lemma 9 DefineR to bemaxe∈E c(e)
mine∈E c(e) . Then,log max{Ci}/ min{Ci} = O(log m+

log R).

Proof: Since the length of each edge is monotonically increasing with time, and
Ci is just the sum of lengths,

min
e

l0(e) ≤ Ci ≤
∑
e

lT−1(e)

whereT is the time when our algorithm terminates. Hence,

max{Ci}/ min{Ci} ≤
∑

e
lT−1(e)

mine l0(e) .

14



Sincel0(e) = δ/c(e), mine l0(e) is δ
maxe c(e) . On the other hand, note that our

algorithm terminates whenD(lT ) > 1, and henceD(lT−1) ≤ 1, which implies
that

∑
e lT−1(e)c(e) ≤ 1. Thus,

∑
e lT−1(e) ≤ 1

mine c(e) . Therefore,

max{Ci}/ min{Ci} ≤
1

mine c(e)
δ

maxe c(e)

= maxe c(e)
mine c(e) ·m

1/ε.

Since we setε = 1/2,

log max{Ci}/ min{Ci} = O(log m + log R).

Our main result follows from the above sequence of lemmas, and is summa-
rized by the following theorem:

Theorem 10 The fractional packing framework of Garg and Konemann, combined
with our distributed dual solution, results in anO(log n + log R)-majorized solu-
tion for the bandwidth allocation problem. The number of iterations required is
O(m log m). Each iteration requiresO(log n) message passing steps. Also, dur-
ing each iteration, each flow-agent sendsO(1) messages of lengthO(log n+log R)
and performs at mostO(log n + log R) units of computation.

It is important to note that the guarantee offered by the above theorem is the same
(up to constant factors) as the existential guarantee offered by theorem 2 for this
problem.
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